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The Jess Docker Show By Harry Saks: After a
successful run, The Pentameters Theatre
announced before the show that it will bring the
show back for a 3 week run in the new year
from the 15th January 2013. The actors bring
the show to life with thoughtful direction by
Harry Saks. A full house enjoyed a thought
provoking production and topical subject of a
seedy chat show host who is lured to the flat of
Tristan and Holly desperate to raise their profile
in the world of art. The Jess Docker Show is the
complete opposite of all they aspire to as low
budget film making and writing team. Jess
Docker is incipiently held against his will but
strangely attracted to Holly in a tense but
darkly humorous encounter which has twists
and turns and witty annotations of the highs
and lows of the fine lines of success and failure.
This is a dark piece but an intriguing comedy
that satisfies the curiosity of its audience. The
performances are engaging and the plot is
unpredictable with a clever, witty script. A
fantastic venue with a regular theatre going
audience. Celebrating 45 years and counting.
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Urban Pundit

Have a Capital
Christmas

Urban Pundit, shares
some tips on thing to
do and see this
Christmas in London.

Hot Tickets

Enchanted Christmas
House Tickets

Enjoy a truly
memorable adventure
around the Enchanted
Christmas House.

Special Event

Hollywood Costume

The V&A prepares to
host a dazzling array of
film costumes, from
Dorothy's gingham
dress to Spider-Man's
get up.

Live Music
Highlights

Purity Ring at
Scala

01.

Animal Collective
at Roundhouse

02.

Yeasayer at
Shepherd's Bush
Empire

03.

Bat for Lashes at
HMV Forum

04.

Radiohead at The
O2

05.

Whats On
Most Viewed

Santas Grotto at
Harrods

01.

Traditional
Christmas Market
at Southbank
Centre

02.

Winter
Wonderland
Tickets

03.
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